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* outdoor collection
With growing environmental consciousness  
and a need to be even closer to nature,  
furniture is providing a more diverse  
interplay between indoor and outdoor.  
From a winter garden to a living room,  
the frontiers become blurry: outside and 
inside are mixed. This furniture for gardens,  
terraces, balconies, and patios highlight 
beautiful materials and are designed  
to be exhibited outdoors but are now able  
to retreat indoors during the cold winter 
months… or throughout the entire year  
to create a spirit of nature inside the house.
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passio _ sofa & armchair . creation phil ippe nigro
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grillage _ dining chair with quilted pad dining table  
& dining chair. creat ion f r a n ç o i s  a z a m b o u r g
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grillage _ chair o c c a s i o n a l table & loveseat
creat ion f r a n ç o i s  a z a m b o u r g
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circles _ coffee table 
creat ion mar ia j egl inska

seram _ low table 
creat ion pagnon & pelha ître

soixante 3 _ occ asional table 
creation thomas rodriguez
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résille _ dining chair with arms c afé table dining chair  
dining table & armchair. creation phil ippe nigro
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petra _ chair . creation claudio dondoli & marco pocci
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aluchair _ dining chair
mastic / argile – mastic / elephant – argile / elephant

creation jacques ferrier

serpentine _ armchair 
blue / grey blue – écru / pale green – turquoise / anthracite 

creation éléonore nalet
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seram _ dining table .  creation pagnon & pelhaître
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clover pot _ flower pot 
creation kensaku oshiro

long pot _ flower pot 
creation inga sempé

maternity _ plant pot 
creation jean-françois d ’or

giardinetto _ flower pot 
creation michaël köenig
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fifty _ armchair & ottoman. creation dögg & arnved design
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aluchair 14
This indoor/outdoor dining chair combines a plastic seat with an aluminum 
and stainless steel frame. Its design enables rain to drain away when used 
outdoors. Choice of argile or mastic lacquer for the seat and argile, mastic  
or elephant lacquer for the frame. 
Dining chair : 32¼” x 18½” x 23” x 18” – 82 x 47 x 58.5 x 46 cm 

circles 9
A complement to the Circles coffee tables ; this larger, taller outdoor table comes 
in double-treated black-lacquered steel, with a black-enameled glass tabletop.
Coffee table : 29” x ø 25¼” – 73.5 x ø 64 cm

clover pot 18
Trefoil-shaped terracotta flower pot set atop a dish in gloss white enameled 
ceramic. 

fifty 20_21
Dögg & Arnved designed an indoor/outdoor collection suitable for rest, 
reading, or watching television. The woven ‘ears’ on each side of the headrest 
reinforce the general feeling of intimacy. An optional footrest enables the legs 
and feet to be supported for total relaxation.
Armchair : 44¼” x 29” x 34¾” x 13½” – 112.5 x 73.5 x 88 x 34 cm
Ottoman : 23½” x 26½” x 13½” – 60 x 67 x 34 cm

giardinetto 18
The handles for these metal flower pot holders allow for easy movement,  
and may be used throughout the interior or exterior of the home. Available  
in three sizes.

grillage 4_7
Grillage demonstrates the fusion of technology and art for which Azambourg 
is well-known. It is made of a single piece of metal folded origami-style.  
This collection comprises a loveseat, chair, dining chair, occasional table and 
dining table. An optional quilted pad made be added to the seats. Available in 
satin black epoxy and white. The chair is also available in light blue lacquer. 
Loveseat : 28¼” x 61” x 27½” x 12¼” – 72 x 155 x 70 x 31 cm
Chair : 28¼” x 39” x 27¼” x 9¾” – 72 x 99 x 69 x 25 cm 
Dining chair : 34” x 20” x 23½” x 18¼” – 86.5 x 51 x 60 x 46.5 cm 
Dining table : 28¾” x 27½” x 27½” – 73 x 70 x 70 cm 
Occasional table : 11¾” x 22½” x 15¾” – 30 x 57 x 40 cm

long pot 18
Flower pot in the shape of a bathtub made of gloss white sandstone. Only 
the white version is frost-resistant. A platinum version is also available but for 
indoors only. 

maternity 18_19
Plant pot in frost-resistant terracotta with an integrated second pot on the side. 

outdoor _ technic al specif ic ations 

passio 2_3
Passio’s inventive design is perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Nigro’s 
signature themes of intersections and interlocking elements are apparent  
in the arms and back. They comprise passivated stainless steel wire and  
tubing topped with high-resilience Bultex® foam cushions. The water-repellent 
cloth liner and waterproof sealed seams ensure its use and enjoyment outside.  
Two outdoor fabrics available: Dina and Tempête (both are washable,  
non-fading, water-repellent and fungicidal).
Loveseat : 33” x 62¼” x 35½” x 16¼” – 84 x 158 x 90 x 41.5 cm
Armchair : 33” x 36½” x 31½” x 16¼” – 84 x 93 x 80 x 41.5 cm 

petra 12_13
Petra is an elegant stackable chair with seat in polyurethane and legs  
in aluminum. Suitable for outdoor use. Available in black, white, beige, 
blue and red.
Chair : 32¾” x 16½” x 20¼” x 18” – 83 x 42 x 51.5 x 46 cm

résille 10_11
The beauty of this chair starts with its thin, stainless steel base with Nigro’s 
signature interlocking design. The foam seat cushion comes with an additional 
comfort layer, with a water-repellent cloth liner and waterproof sealed seams. 
Two outdoor fabrics available : Dina and Tempête (both are washable,  
non-fading, water-repellent and fungicidal). Available as an armchair, dining 
chair and dining chair with arms, dining table and café table. Table tops in 
cured larch or clear tempered glass.
Dining chair with arms : 32¼” x 20¾” x 21¼” x 19¼” – 82 x 53 x 54 x 49 cm 
Dining chair :  32” x 20¾” x 20¼” x 17¼” – 81 x 53 x 51.5 x 44 cm
Armchair : 31” x 25½” x 26½” x 16½” – 79 x 64.5 x 67.5 x 42 cm 
Dining table : 29½” x 55” x 31½” – 75 x 140 x 80 cm
Café table :  29½” x ø 24” – 75 x ø 61 cm

seram 8_9  16_17
Seram is available as a low table or dining table, with a white or black glass 
top and base and crosspieces in gloss black-lacquered anodized aluminum for 
outdoor or indoor use.
Dining table : 29½” x 70¾” - 86½” x 39¼” – 75 x 180 - 220 x 100 cm
Occasional table : 12½” x 39¼” x 39¼” – 32 x 100 x 100 cm

serpentine 15
The quilted puffs of Serpentine are made with a fabric that is both waterproof  
and anti-UV. Interwoven with the delicate metal structure, Serpentine is an 
extremely comfortable outdoor armchair. 
Chair : 29¼” x 30¾” x 22¾” – 74 x 78 x 58 cm

soixante 3 9
This durable stoneware table, named for the 63° angle of its base, will provide 
delicate accents to any outdoor space. Available in white only.
Occasional table : 15¾” x ø 15¾” – 40 x ø 40 cm
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grillage  _ product _  Made from a stretched sheet of metal, cut in staggered 
rows. A metal wire is then welded to the outside, point by point. The resulting sheet is 
then folded in different places to form the seat. Matching tube base in steel. For outdoor 
use, the metal is degreased and then sanded, followed with a layer of primer (preparatory 
coating applied before painting to ensure better adhesion of paint to the surface). Finally, 
a 100% polyester, anti-UV powder is applied. 

passio & résille _ inox  _ Stainless steel tubing and wire on the outdoor 
version. May also be used indoors. Polyethylene glides. This quality of stainless steel is 
perfect for gardens that are not located close to the sea. For use on the sea shore or on 
boats, it is advised to use models with stainless steel 316; this reference has a quality that 
will not corrode with the salty air. 

tempête _ fabric  _ The Tempête fabric (100 % acrylic) is waterproof and  
anti-UV treated.

serpentine  _ product _ Armchair in metal frame tubes and seat in perforated 
metal, anti-corrosion treated and protected by a double layer of polyester/epoxy. 
Comes with an alveolar-shaped, fungicide-treated quilted seat covered with Tempête 
fabric, suitable for outdoor use. The inside of the cushions is made with polyester 
quilting, with a waterproof, fungicidal cotton liner as well as a cover in Tempête fabric.
The covers, seat, and back cushions are removable and washable at 30°C/86°F.

dina _ fabric  _ Dina, a 100 % polypropylene fabric, is washable, light-resistant, 
waterproof and fungicidal.

résille’s table top  _ wood slats _ Tops for dining table and café table 
in cured larch. Larch is a pine that becomes more resistant to bad weather conditions 
when cured. With time, untreated larch will adopt a nice grey color. Every top is 
unique because it is carved from large pieces of wood.

seram table _ glass top _ Top in 1/4’’ lacquered tempered glass.
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